Freeport Junior Program
General Membership & Juniors
Pistol Shooting Guidelines
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All Freeport Junior members, who wish to load and fire a pistol/revolver on the
Freeport R&R Association (FRRA) property, must be Pistol Certified by the
Freeport Junior Program (FJP). The certification is MANDATORY. No Pistol
Certification...The Freeport Junior member can NOT handle, load or fire a
pistol/revolver on the FRRA property. This certification has two (2) levels: RIM
FIRE and CENTER FIRE. The RIM FIRE Certification requires an NRA Pistol
Class and a Safety Certification similar to what the adults get at their initial club
sign-up/enrollment. If applicable, the junior’s FRRA club member parent must
also take the NRA Pistol Class. The only exemptions for the FRRA club member
parent is if they are already, and currently, an NRA Instructor, Coach or Training
Counselor or are currently and actively competing in any disipline (Bullseye,
IPSC, IDPA, etc.). These classes will come with a charge, i.e. Not for free. For the
Freeport junior to achieve a CENTER FIRE status, they will have to pass a
MANDATORY Shooting Qualification with the Rim Fire pistol/revolver, which
consists of achieving a Marksman rating of 60-points, or better, in 50-Foot
Bullseye Slow Fire (2-strings of 5-shots), on two (2) consecutive targets. The
certification is a privilege, and can be suspended/revoked at anytime by the FJP
Staff.
At FRRA FJP PUBLIC pistol matches, all non-FJP members, without licenses, are
required to meet a qualifying standard, that is approved at the match coordinator’s
discretion.
Open Bolt Indicators (OBI), of some type/design, will be MANDATORY to use,
on the firing line, for all pistols/revolvers possessed by juniors when they are not
loading or firing.
All pistols/revolvers will be BOXED while ‘to & from’ the range points by
juniors.
If the FRRA adult member parent brings their certified junior to the range during
non-Junior Program time, they are solely responsible for their child’s actions and,
they must NOT be shooting while their child is in possession, loading or firing a
pistol/revolver.
Breaking these guidelines can get the Freeport Junior’s membership
suspended/revoked. Additionally, if an FRRA adult parent member is involved, a
recommendation for suspension/revocation of their membership may be made to
the FRRA Head Safety Officer.
These guidelines do NOT apply to events under the auspices of other organizers at
the FRRA, such as, but not limited to: IDPA and IPSC.

